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The Brock Energy Polariser scientific breakthrough
... or witchcraft?
Readers will be familiar with recent media controversy regarding
a commercial dispute between General Motors - Holdens and Mr Peter
Brock's company, HOT Pty Ltd. Central to this dispute appears to be the
so-called "Energy Polarizer'', a device which consists of magnets and
crystals, which is fitted to GM-H Commodore vehicles which, after
certain modifications, are sold as special vehicles.
Australian Skeptics has no interest in the commercial dispute nor
in the mechanical modifications. Our concern is purely with claims
made for the "energy polarizer", as published in the media. In this
endeavour, we are frustrated by Mr Brock's public statement that some
claims were made as "a smokescreen" after his premises had been
burgled. He was not explicit as to which claims were genuine and which
were "smokescreen" .
In particular, we call upon Mr Brock to explain whether the
following claims are valid:
1. Does the device utilise "orgone" energy?
2. Does the device utilise "energies unknown to science which
cannot be tested by normal scientific means"?
3. Does the device "re-align the molecules in the vehicle"?
4. Does the fitting of the device, without any other
mechanical adjustment, "tum a 'dog' of a car into a sweet running
one"?
If none of the above claims are valid, what claims are made for the
"energy polarizer''?
Australian Skeptics has made the investigation of the "energy
polarizer'' and various other magnet/crystal devices known to be on
sale a major project for 1987. Readers who have information or have
had experience with such devices which claim to have beneficial effect
on motor vehicles, water supplies, human beings or anything else are
invijed to send us the details. Readers will be kept advised of
developments in future edijions of ''the Skeptic".

• PAGE 13
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From the President ...
This, the first edition of "the Skeptic" for 1987, reflects
some major changes that have occurred within the Australian
Skeptics during the past year.
As has been previously reported, the national committee
responsibility was transferred from the Victorian to the NSW
committee at the last convention. This edition of "the
Skeptic" is the first to be published and edited by the new
committee and some changes in layout and style will indicate
this fact.
In its six years of existence, "the Skeptic" has grown from a
four page newsletter into a 28 page magazine and a great
deal of credit is due to the many people who have had a hand
in th.e metamorphosis. In particular, we should express our
gratitude to Anne Tuohy as editor, to James Gerrand and
Graeme Watt for the production and to all the many other
people who have contributed to the magazine's success.
At the same time, we must recognise the outstanding work of
the members of the original national committee, under the
inspired leadership of Mark Plummer (the closest thing to a
perpetual motion machine in existence). It is a tribute to
their dedication and enthusiasm that Australian Skeptics has
been transformed from a group of reactive individuals,
seeking to promote rational analysis of paranormal and
pseudoscientific claims, into a recognised organisation
whose views are sought by the media, and others, when such
claims are made. Such successes are gratifying, but it would
need a supreme optimist to imagine that we are going to
eradicate all spurious ideas.
This is why we need to enlarge our contact base. In 1986,
subscriptions to "the Skeptic" topped 600 for the first time,
which, while encouraging, must surely represent only a small
fraction of our potential readership. All readers are urged to
encourage other interested people to become subscribers.
While on that topic, a number of the 1986 subscribers have
not yet renewed for '87. We accept the blame as the last
1986 issue was posted so close to the holiday season that
renewals probably were the last things on many people's
minds. That is why all '86 subscribers will receive this first
'87 edition, although if you do not renew, you will not be
receiving Issue 2 for 1987.

- Barry Williams
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Skeptic·s,
C'o,vera.ge:
The following list gives an
indication of recent press and
electronic media coverage
given to the Skeptics . It is an
encouraging sign that the media
are contacting the Skeptics
more and more to gain our "side
of the story".

$1000 Journalism award
"Sydney Morning Herald"
Today (Channel 9)
2CO Orange
"The West Australian"
3AK Melbourne
2UE Sydney
2BLSydney

Brock/energy polarizer
"Sydney Morning Herald" (x 2)
ABC Radio NSW & Queensland

Unknown animals
"Sun Herald"
UFOs
3RRR Melbourne

Dankbaar/Colossus of Rhodes
"The Advertiser" (Adelaide)
"The Sun" (Melbourne)
"The West Australian" (Perth)

Skeptics - general
"Manly Daily" (Sydney)
3AR Melbourne

H;~;
~69·•·
··•< renewed

::1

fe>r 1987.?
1i•· vou••· h•~ve • hbi··• a1reidy··· •· · ·.
renelf,{ed YQLH' S1.Jbscription
to rn.e SkeptiCJ<>rJ987; 'this
wHI be .the 1astj ~s1,1e you will
receive. If you \YiSh to
conUnue tOJE!beiv8Jhe
SkepU~, burh~ye . notalready .
. renewed, please serid $15
with .your narrie and address
·to PO Box 575, Mani ·· 2095.
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News

Three CSF directors resign
Three of the Queensland-based
Creation Science Foundation's board
of directors resigned last year within a
two week period .
Readers of the Australian Skeptics
publication, "Creationism : An
Australian Perspective", will be aware
that the CSF has had a 'selfperpetuating' board of directors since
its beginning in 1980. According to
the book, these same seven
directors also represent the entire
membership of the CSF.
The loss of three directors within
such a short period is therefore a
significant blow to the Foundation .

The three directors to resign are :
John Andrew Thallon (accountant,
resigned July 16, 1986); David John
Denner (teacher, July 30, 1986); and
Robert Stephen Gustafson (solicitor,
July 30, 1986).
This leaves two 'missionaries', Ken
Ham and John Mackay, and two
medical practitioners, Alfred Osgood
and Tyndale Rendle-Short, as
directors , as well as David Birt
Bardsley, 'administrator', who was
appointed secretary on Thatlon's
resignation.
We will keep you informed of future
developments in the CSF.

The Colossal Mrs Dankbaar
When self-professed Adelaide
"psychic", Mrs Anne Dankbaar
claimed that she had discovered
the whereabouts of the Colossus of
Rhodes, one of the Seven Ancient
Wonders of the World, the SA
branch of Australian Skeptics was
obviously interested.
However, a report that she had
been "acknowledged by the
University of Adelaide to have
'very significant paranormal
powers"' was of more serious
concern.
The SA Skeptics immediately
issued a challenge to Mrs
Dankbaar to prove her powers
under strict scientific conditions
(in accordance with the Aust
Skeptics standing $20,000
challenge).
Investigations by the local media
also revealed that Mrs
Dankbaar's"certificate" for her
powers was a "personal
reference" issued by senior
lecturer in electrical
engineering, Mr George Karolie,
who had "felt obliged to give the
letter to her" following a period of
testing. While Mr Karolie said

the tests indicated Mrs Dankbaar
had "significant" powers, another
lecturer in the university's Dept
of Psychology, Dr Peter Delin,
was reported to have said he had
"conducted a fairly extensive
interaction with Mrs Dankbaar,
during which there were
marginally significant results in
one computer section, but overall,
the outcome was without great
interest".

Awards for •·
Skeptics patrons
Two patrons of Australian
Skeptics have been honouored
in recent weeks. Dick Smith was
named Australian of the Year and
Phillip Adams was awarded
Membership of the Order of
Australia on Australia Day.
Australian Skeptics offers its
congratulations to both patrons.
Past-president, Mark Plummer,
has been appointed acting
executive director of CSICOP in
Buffalo, New York, and
subscribers to "The Skeptical
lnquirier" will have noticed several Australian references In the
latest edition.
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Paranormal Australia
An Eye for Detail
"A large hairy creature chased a
terrified family through the bush
on Saturday night. Phyllis Kenny
and three nephews were rabbit
shooting with a friend, Frank
Bums, about 100km north of Alice
Springs, when they were chased
by a creature described as 'halfman half-beast'. The family had
stopped to get water at a place
known as Top Bore when the
creature suddenly appeared in one
of the three water tanks beside the
bore. They jumped into their car
and drove away, but they were
chased by the creature for about 60
metres. Mr Bums told AAP that
he was absolutely sure the creature
was not human. He said: 'He
looked like a man, except that he
didn't have any testicles, nothing."
- quoted in "Stay in Touch"
Sydney Morning Herald, Feb 19

Truth from the Stars
"Astrologers are not fortune tellers
and cannot predict day-to-day
events in people's lives, says the

Coming events
Victoria
YWCA

489 Elizabeth St, City ; 8pm
April 14: Astrology
May 12: Coincidences
June 9: Uri Geller

New south Wales
School of Physlcs, Sydney Uni
Lecture Theatre 8; 6.30pm
April 1: Truth and Science

president of the WA branch of the
Federation of Australian Astrologers .... 'We hope, through
astrology, to be able to help people
in their lives, but we don't try to
predict their day-to-day fortunes,'
she said. 'Everything we do is
worked out mathematically ....
'It's not just the stars and the
planets that are important in
astrology,' Mrs GainsfordBrackley said. She said that fre~
will and environment played their
parts too."
- The West Australian, Aug 11

Details to be announced.

We hope to radically increase
the size of future issues of "the
Skeptic", and therefore we are
putting out a call for contributed
articles and reviews.
But most importantly we need
clippings from the press (with
date and publication) to expand
our files and our coverage of
important issues. Please help.

... & Paranormal World
Fly the Friendly Way
"Two Transcendental Meditation
organizations have been ordered to
pay a former member almost
$138,000 for not fulfilling a
promise to teach him to fly.
The World Plan Executive
Council-United States and the
Maharishi International University
of Fairfield, Iowa, were found
guilty of fraud and negligence by a
federal court jury.
The jury awarded Robert
Kropinski $137,890 but refused to
grant the punitiv~ ~amages h_e had
sought in a $9 million lawsmt.
Kropinski, 36, a one-time TM
instructor, contended he suffered
psychological and emotional
damage. He said he was given
false promises, including the
assurance that he could fly through
a technique known as selflevitation."
- Toronto Star, Jan 14

Spirited messa~es
Queensland
5 weekly sessions on "Evidence
& Enquiry" beginning May 6.

Clippings

"Many new Maori groups are
starting up in some areas, and a
few of these are upsetting some of
their visitors because of their
presentation of Spiritualism .

Some of those who are acting as
leaders and mediums have not had
proper training in these fields, and
some indeed are playing 'God' and
are on ego-trips. Our spirit guides
and spirit friends are very concerned about these people using
them in this way. A number of the
so-called messages are not coming
from spirit and are guess-work
only."
- NZ Psychic Gazette, Mar 86

Flat Earthers Expose Hoax
"The Voyager attempt to fly around
the globe non-stop is a hoax
because the plane has just been
circling over a platter-shaped eai1h,
says the founder of a Flat Earth
Society chapter here [Lancaster,
California] . 'Flying around the
world is OK to say, but the world
is not a globe. It is flat like an
island with magnetic north in the
middle,' said Charles Johnson,
founder of the Flat Earth Research
Society International. 'All they are
doing is flying in a circle arom~d
the magnetic north. If they clann
they have been around the globe, it
will be just another hoax. As far
as we know, the earth is infinite in
size. It only has one dimension.
- Shepparton News, Dec 22
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Confronting Uri Geller
Ben Harris
It was quite a thrill to be invited to appear on
Australia's
hard-hitting
current
affairs
program,
"Willesee", to confront self-proclaimed psychic, Uri
Geller.*
We had come full circle!
I had originally
approached this program in the late seventies . I was
told then , "We have all the proof we need (that he is
REAL)" . But here we are , many years later, with the
tables turned. It happens too often that assistance is
called in after the horse has bolted.
I was briefed . It was a set-up. I was to play
the part of "Chris Norris, acclaimed psychic".
A
story was to be shot with me performing Geller's
"hit" tricks and then finish with a request for the
people at home to concentrate on their cutlery and
broken watches.
It was well anticipated that
immediately after the show went to air, many people
would phone the station claiming "In Home Events".
The sequence was shot and was to go to air the
following evening.
Immediately after this, we were
to tape an interview with host, Mike Willessee, Uri
Geller and myself.
Mike was basically to interview
Uri and then turn to me for comment . Unfortunately,
I was told that Mike "likes to play his cards close to
his chest". This meant that I could not obtain the list
of questions or even the direction of inquiry for the
interview.
This made mental preparation all the
more difficult.
Security had been tight , but not as secure as
we'd have liked. An opposition show managed to hit on
the story, and decided to move in. They began to
'promo' a Geller sequence to entice viewers to watch
their show on the following night.
Our plans fell to
the side . The satellite hook-up to Geller in London
was brought forward to the following morning . This
meant that both segments would have to 'air' together
and not one night after the other. Sadly, we could not
test our In Home theory and then
confront Geller
with the details.
Mike and I sat in the studio as the cameras
whizzed about lining up their shots.
There was
plenty of info bouncing both ways off the satellite as
Geller was being wired for sound. Mike had made a
drawing of a simple object and placed this on the
table.
The outlines of its secret contents were
obvious. I asked Mike to place it in his pocket.
• The program was broadcast as part of "Willesee" on the
9 Network on November 6, 1986.

The broadcast proceeded as follows :
Mike Willesee:
"Geller's critics say that he is
nothing more than a magician . But he claims to have
psychic powers and it seems that plenty of people are
prepared to believe him. Mining companies are now
paying him big money to help them find gold,
diamonds and other minerals.
Uri Geller is now
promoting his psychic talents in a book called "The
Geller Effect'.
Before we talk with him , here's an
experiment we tried to see just how easy it is to
make people believe in trickery .
Peter Wilkinson
took a magician along to a Sydney club and pretended
he was a psychic."
[Here , my segment was shown . It involved my
working for a group of about 30, performing Geller's
big
tricks .
I did the
drawing
reproduction
experiment, moved the pointer on a compass and
caused borrowed keys and spoons to bend and break in
people's hands.
The participants were interviewed
after the event and the most common comment was "I
used to be a skeptic, but seeing is believing!"]
Advertising break.
MW: "Well , whether he is a psychic or a
magician, Uri Geller hopes to cash in on his
reputation again with a new book. We arranged an
interview with him in London and we asked our local
magician , Ben Harris, to sit in.
Mr Geller, thanks
for your time. You've been largely out of the public
eye for about ten years now, what are you trying to
do with this new book, 'The Geller Effect'?"
Uri Geller: "Um, basically I wrote the book
because I was asked to write it. I actually came to
England to retire , and enjoy life.
And er, actually
there was a story about me in the Sunday Times a
year and a half ago, and suddenly publishers were ,
er, calling me ."
MW : "How do you fell professing you have these
great skills , but always having your credibility
questioned?"
UG : "Look Mike, what can I do? I'm, er ... you
know, since I came out of Israel seventeen years ago
I've been knocked .
I've been called a fraud , a
charlatan , a con-man . Um, my gosh, I've also been
called a miracle-man, eh, eh, a messiah and so on . I

6
I know one thing. Many years ago it hurt me and I
was angered and sad at the controversy around me.
Then, I learnt that it's advantageous for me. It sells
books, it made me famous, it made me very rich and i
just, quite enjoy it, in a way."
[The
psychological
impressions from these
comments to the
believers
are "I'm
helpless
(innocent) and I'm always down-trodden.
But don't
forget I'm also called a 'messiah'." This is Uri again
trying to give his case a 'Jesus' feel.]
MW: "What puzzles me, and has puzzled me for
a lot of years, is why you don't prove your skills.
Establish it as a science."
UG : "Well Mike, the book, 'The Geller Effect' if
I may plug it, this is it (hope you don't edit it out)
explains why."
MW: "You should already know!"
UG: "Hah, hah, I do. Ah but, to make it short,
why I don't prove myself is very simple."
[Here, Uri cops out and then happily admits
that he has not scientifically proven himself .
Let's
hope that he remembers this admission!]
UG: "Ten years ago I wanted to prove myself,
because, I thought, if I prove myself I will, em, go
down in history. I was young, naive. Then I went to
Stanford Institute, I went to Kent State University, I
went to London University. I mean, I can go on and on
and on. And every time I did an experiment that I
thought was foolproof, was always knocked.
And
people said 'He duped you, he fooled you, there was a
hole, there was a laser beam , there was a bug in his
teeth'. And that's when I saw I'm going nowhere with
science. And you mark my words, Mike, the only way
I can prove myself is going to be a show business
stunt.
For instance, I'm thinking of now, stopping
Big Ben . And I will do it. If I won't get permission by
the British authorities, I mean , I will go to Paris
and do something on the Eiffel Tower. But only such
an event will prove finally that psychic abilities do
exist."
MW: "One of your best tricks is having
somebody sketch something very simple ... "
UG: "Yes."
MW: "... and then you can reproduce that or
describe it."
UG: "Yes."
MW: "I have done a very simple sketch, do you
want to try that?"
UG : "Most likely, I will fail. But at the end of
the show, I will draw what I am getting from you . If
it's wrong, you're not going to punish me are you?"
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MW: "It's not a question of punishment."
[Uri is suggesting it was due to his naivety that
he originally wanted to prove himself. Now that he is
much more mature, for some odd reason it does not
seem as important . He runs off the names of the
various
institutions
in
order
to
establish
a
psycholgical authority over the viewers.
The tests
that were run in these places have been found to be
seriously flawed . In fact, Targ and Puthoff from the
Stanford
Research
Institute
now
Stanford
International - have now claimed that they knew
Geller was cheating and that they wanted to study his
methods.
Notice that he is trying to keep things in his
arena. That is, he wants to do a public stunt in an
attempt to prove himself as he'll have control over
such an event. He cannot prove himself in a lab if the
controls are tight.
By the way, I'm sure he'll claim
credit
next
time
Big
Ben
does
stop
for
whatevernatural reason .
Notice also that he was answering in the
affirmative each time Mike referred to one of his
demonstrations being a 'trick' .
I think, after all
these years, Geller is becoming aware of the fact that
the game is almost over.
His fighting spirit is
dwindling.
But, millions of dollars can do that to
you!]
UG: "It is a very simple drawing, right?"
MW: "Yes, a very simple drawing."
UG: [Knowing that I'm in the studio due to the
pre-tape access] "Okay, and no-one told you what to
draw ... you drew it alone."
MW: "No-one has even seen this."
[Uri was fishing . He had to establish if I had
given a special design to Mike, something that was
different to the standard type of sketches he normally
gets. Now that he was convinced that Mike's sketch
was 'clear' he felt confident that he could bluff it out,
as we shall see.]
UG : "Fantastic ... if it works, great!"
MW: "Alright."
[Uri picks up pad and pen and starts drawing as
the interview continues.]
UG: "Now there are skeptics and there are
skeptics. Um, I believe there is a gentleman in your
studio . In fact , telepathically I can see maybe he has
a beard even, and a blue jacket. Am I right or not?"
MW: "Let's have a look."
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[Camera pans to me. Yes, I do have a beard and
my jacket is dark with flecks of all colours including
blue. The wonders of a two-way satellite!]

honest.]
UG: "But it's not coming clearly."

it

[How come? My beard and jacket came in a
Oh, but that was Uri's controlled conditions .
flash!
This is ours!]

Ben Harris: "Hello Uri, it's a pleasure to speak
to you after all these years."
UG: "Ah, I was right!"

UG : "I drew something that appeared in my
That er, had a base and a triangular shape
mind.
above it. But that's as far as it came . And ah , that's
it."

UG: "Ah, there is a beard!"
[Don't act so surprised ,
telepathically, remember!]

Uri!

You

saw

[Uri's first success to the people at home!]
BH: "The camera did zoom in a little bit earlier
on, I believe."
UG : "Yeah, well ah, I was not in the studio.
was asked to stay outside, to sit outside here."
[Something that could not be proved, then and
there to the people at home.]
BH : "I just want to make a point here. Doing
something like stopping Big Ben, etc, that doesn't
prove a thing. These things can be arranged. I mean,
you can always have a secret assistant, and it's been
known for years that you have Shipi with you .. ."
UG: "YES"
BH : " .. . and it's been rumoured that he peeks in
the envelopes, etc. I use the same techniques that you
use, I learnt from watching you ."
UG: "So, what are you telling me?"
BH: "I am telling you that I use your techniques
[to perform the effects that the viewers have already
seen at home, a few minutes before]. They are magic
tricks and not psychic. And that you are a wonderful,
wonderful performer, you are a brilliant magician ,
however, you are not psychic ."
UG: "If you don't believe I'm psychic and want
to believe that I am a magician , that's OK with me
too!'
MW: "Uri, how are you going with that
drawing?"
UG: "Ah, to be very honest with you, and / am
honest at this point ... [There's an admission for you]
If it was clear, I
... I'm not getting tt very clearly.
."
got'
I
what
is
this
would say, 'Look,
[Uri is in old form
failure and shielding this
honesty . Thus , if he fails,
that he must be genuine

here .
behind
that is
as he

Preparing us for a
a supposed veil of
supposed to convey
is being supposedly

Yet in a
[Notice that Uri claims, "that's it".
moment you'll encounter him trying to introduce
other sketches into play to attempt a 'htt'.]
MW: "Well , I went all circles , so we ... I drew a
simple round face ."
UG: [Here it comes] "May I show what I got.
First of all I got a boat and that was the first
Then I got two circles and something
impression .
But it
That was my second impression.
above it.
didn't materialise."
[Yes, Uri did a boat , two circles , a triangle and
some other wiggly lines . Notice how he is trying to
imply that he 'hit' on the circles. Note carefully how
he originally announced one sketch, admitted a miss
However, we
and then gave himself a second attempt.
had control over this experiment.]
BH : "I noticed you using a technique there ,
where you did a basic drawing and several side
pieces . A couple of circles , a triangle, etc. That's
your technique for covering yourself to claim a
partial success."
UG: "Oh no, c'mon Ben! You know, Ben, you
sound like a real nice man . Because in my case , it's
unusual to have a mag ician, such a nice, a tender, a
soft magician. There are no techniques Ben! Come
on, at the end of the day, if I was using tricks and did
have chemicals, or sleight of hand, or bugs in my
teeth or peeking into envelopes I would have been
caught a thousand times before!'
BH : "You have been caught many times, Uri!"
[At this stage, Uri is getting a little hot under
He decides to turn the tables on us by
the collar.
regaining control.]
UG : "Do I have 30 seconds to do an experiment
with the people at home or not?"

8
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MW: "Yes, we do."

[Damn it. I realised that Uri was going to do
the In Home experiment . We'd have had him on this
if the entire episode had gone as planned . However,
due to the previous security leak, our In Home
experiment had not gone to air. We were wanting to
prove , as has been done before , that the In Home
experience can be initiated, with the resulting
telephone calls, by a non-psychic. I sat powerless.]
UG: " OK, even if it's taped , it doesn't matter.
You people at home, you go and get your broken
watches and broken house appliances and with ... just
even if I'm not on air ... for 30 seconds, believe that
they will start working .
That your broken watches
will start ticking . Believe that spoons and keys will
bend . And if anything does happen to you , and you are
not lying, you are telling the truth , call Mike
Willesee and write in your response.
Mike, you're
going to be shocked how many people will succeed in
bending spoons. And, you will , all the skeptics will
say that they're all making it up or lying, and · that,
you will to decide. Because things are going to happen
in people's homes when this show is going to be
televised !'
BH : "Things will happen in peoples' homes
when this is televised, Uri. Because the watch trick,
the bending trick in peoples' homes is a natural
occurrence!
If people take their cutlery, they are
going to find that there are kinks and that there are
bends . The same with keys . Nobody , before you came
along Uri, gave us a reason to consider these
everyday, natural bends ."
[At this point, Geller sat, almost in a state of
shock. The nail had been hit upon the head. His brain
searched for a logical reply. Nothing came but an
emotional, heated outburst and the termination of the
interview.
He sat, still thinking and furious .
I
added:]
BH : "It's brilliant.
It's a brilliant stroke on
your part. But, it's a trick, tt's not psychic!"
UG : "That is not a trick! [Heatedly] And you
people at home , exactly do what I said. Believe , for
30 seconds , that your watches will start ticking ;
watches that you know that your watchmaker said
will never work.
Or spoons that you are sure that
are straight .
You are going to experience this
phenomena because this does exist.
Metal bending
does exist!"
BH: "It will happen, yes."
MW:"OK."

UG: "Mike , thanks for the interview."
MW: "Uri, it's been very good to talk with
you ."
UG : "Thanks Ben ."
BH : "Thanks Uri."
The whole program took up well over half the
program's airtime .
It was national, prime-time .
Thus good exposure was received.
Unfortunately, Geller did manage to come
across as being partially successful. This was due to
his clever twisting of the conditions to suit himself.
He failed our simple test.
The following day, several hundred phone calls
came into the Willesee offices . This was a great deal
less than expected and def initely less than on Geller's
previous appearances on Australian television .
[A
full analysis of the "In Home" effect can be found in
the author's book, "Gellerism Revealed".]
I was
quite
surprised
to
find
peopl e
commenting about town that they believed friends and
relatives caused bent spoons in the homes. Practical
joking combined with the naturally introduced bends .
A volatile combination for believers!
All around , the effort was a success. Geller
terminated the interview when it was getting hot! I
think he clearly felt the pressure.
Another story is in the pipeline.
For security
reasons though, it cannot be revealed t present.
Hopefully though, you'll read about it in the not too
distant future.
Ben Harris is a 27-year old "underground man ". In
layman's terms, he is one of those who 'invents' th e
magic tricks that magicians use in performance. He has
written over 14 books and in 1986 delivered in excess of
50 lectures around the world on 'new-magic' and the
secrets behind 'Gellerism '.
He is the author of "Gelle ri sm
Revealed" , limited copies of which are available from the
Australian Skeptics for $10.00 inc. post and packaging.

MOVING?
PLEASE INFORM US as soon as possible
of your change of address. Send us details
of your new address, but also state your old
address as well, so that we can correct and
update our mailing list.
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A Haunting
Tony Wheeler
\\'ith Martin Grimmer, Barbara Molnar and Anne Wheeler

Investigating a suspected haunting raised images
of long, lonely, dark night-time vigils armed with
thermometers and cameras while the spirits peeked
from behind doors and chuckled . Harry Price is the
He and his
role-model, the premier ghost buster.
on behalf of
houses
haunted
colleagues had examined
the American Society for Psychical Research - were
we fated to follow nervously in his footsteps?
As it happened, our problem was different
The request for help came from a lady
altogether.
who was disturbed by unusual phenomena: was she
being haunted? Was she mentally disoriented? What
could she do? Would we help - please!

The history
The phenomena were mainly noises; loud and
unexpected noises. At one period, a series of whiplike cracking noises were heard around the house
every night at about 10pm. A loud knocking at the
A heavy bang in an unoccupied room
front door.
A sudden "superreverberating through the house.
crack" noise so loud "as though the maisonette had
split open" at about 1.30 to 2.00am inspired terror.
A
Banging on the walls just before bedtime .
scratching noise near the head of the bed lasting 45 to
60 seconds, as if made with a wire brush, heard at
night while in bed . This noise stopped when the light
was turned on; later tt was described as against and
in the wall , near an electric socket . The sound of
gushing water. In the daytime, a woman's moan from
an unnoccupied part of the house.
There were also strange visual, movement,
electrical and temperature events . As the son's room
was entered on one occasion, a key was clearly
floating three feet above the carpeted floor; after a
pause the key fell, bounced and lay still. There was
the
the sideways movement of a heavy painting;
cornflakes packet that 'jumped' on the kitchen bench
top, but not so much as to fall over.
The urn containing the father's ashes was on a
cupboard top in the kitchen when, overnight, it
A
inexplicably moved about 150mm (six inches) .
curtain rod, with curtains, was violently thrown

from tts brackets across the room to land with a thud
and be found lying on the floor.
There was "bed tugging" - lying quietly as sleep
descends and suddenly the bed clothes are being tugged
away. And the raising of one corner of the mattress.
And pressures on the bed as though a cat were
walking across it, and at other times as though
someone was seating themself on tt.
The video machine and the house lights turned on
by themselves.
The parents' room was very chilly, day and
night, following the father's death.
This catalogue of the phenomena experienced
does not represent a continuous repetition so much as
a collection of vivid one-off occurrences (the "supercrack", mattress raising, officious knocking, falling
curtains and curtain rod), or phenomena that have
wall
whip-cracks,
(the
occasionally
recurred
scratching) with some periods being "worse" than
others .
Our account reads as quite definite : a list of
unexplained phenomena that have occurred to the
family (as distinct from what has not occurred , or
phenomena that have been explained) . But really it
is a collection of memories going back ten years and
encompassing three different houses - memories
elaborated over the years and recalled for us over a
series of telephone calls and visits.
Some incidents were considered important and
in
"super-crack"
(the
times
several
discussed
others were odd experiences mentioned
particular) ;
in case they were relevant. If we had not made notes
during every conversation , some of these would have
escaped inclusion.
The effect of these phenomena on the family was
rather alarming . The noises were described as "very
The
noisy", "frightening", "violent" and "urgent" .
lady in particular appeared obviously disturbed :
despite her fear of publicity and ridicule, she was
seeking and asking for help.

Explanations
These noises, etc, however, are not that unusual.

10
They could be explained as natural occurrences.
As you move closer to the equator, a larger
proportion of the heat in the environment is radiant
heat (rather than the heat content of the air). One
consequence is that the sun -lit surfaces of buildings
are greatly heated compared to those parts of the
structure on the shaded side. Also there are building
materials used together with different coefficients of
expansion with heat (wood, metal, concrete, etc).
Consequently with sunshine and heat, some
components of the structure of the house expand and
Where fasteners tempmove relative to others.
orarily constrain this movement, when it does occur
it can be sudden and noisy, producing sharp, loud
noises. This accounts for the 'cracking' noise characteristic of metal roofs on sunny mornings.
Night-time noises abound too.
Because of the
relative quietness, any little noises seem so much
louder and more significant. (It would be interesting
to leave an audio-tape recording when retiring to bed
one night so that later we could listen to the nightly
noises of our house which we usually sleep through.)
bats
There are also noises of animals
screeching in the fruit trees, possums scampering
across the roofs , insects flying into the window panes
and fluttering against fly-screens .
(One informant
described the
recurring
distinct
noise of the
flickering flames of a fire emanating from within one
of his walls;
on investigation [involving partial
demolition of the wall] a nest of active termites was
revealed.)
Houses built on stumps, as the home in question
is, do funny things . Their house, we know, sways and
shakes inside whenever someone climbs the stairs to
the front door. Other sensations can be misleading;
our house (for example) is only on low stumps, yet
people walking about next door in the early morning
generate a noise and vibration strongly suggesting
that my daughter is walking from her room along the
hall and through the kitchen to me in the study. Many
times I've been fooled, but the suggestion is so
convincing.
Visual phenomena are my favourite. Our visual
system is very trusted (the importance of eyewitness
testimony), but is actually very capable of deluding
us.
Errors in identifying the distance of a discrete
image (the key) against a bland background that is
difficult to focus on (the carpet) can generate the
wrong interpretation of the relative ranges (the key
floating in front of/above the carpet) subsequently
corrected (the key falling).
Any impression near sleep is suspect.
The
drowsy brain is partially dissociated from reality
and visual, auditory, muscular (jerking, tugging),
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spatial (floating) interpretations, as well as dreamlike fantasies , can occur.
Psychologists describe
such experiences as 'hypnagogic' when before sleep
and 'hypnopompic' when after wakening .
And the movements . We too have a moving picdespite 'sticky' feet to keep it
ture in our home ;
still, the picture always seems wonky on the wall ,
and is always being 'straightened'.
Of course, just because we have explanations for
similar phenomena , it doesn't necessarily follow that
instance.
these are the correct explanations in this
Even more so, experiencing a similar phenomenon
elsewhere doesn't prove that the cause is not
supernatural.
However, these corollaries do suggest
that a natural explanation is more likely for all , than
a special, supernatural explanation for some events.
So if all the noises , etc, are just common,
normal, though unexplained, trivial phenomena, why
is the family suggesting that there might be a ghostly
cause?
The lady in particular was disturbed, and at
various times had resorted to sleeping tablets . Her
sister, who generally lives elsewhere but at the time
of our involvement was visiting, did not seem worried. Her recounting of the events was more eager,
more dramatic; some of us felt that the sister was
enjoying the flirtation with the supernatural.
The lady's children, teenage daughter and son,
were apparently concerned, though to a lesser extent ;
but then they had grown up with this strangeness for
the last ten years.
Our conclusion was that what had started as a
as
few
odd
occurrences
casually
explained
supernatural had become a self-reinforcing delusion,
with those in the family who enjoyed the notoriety
(the sister) innocently encouraging the delusion even
though inadvertently distressing other members (the
lady) . Their expectations and perspective were being
distorted.
The investigation

The house is in a mining area, and underground
disturbances
and
noises
were
a
possibility.
Enquiries to the State Department of Mines revealed
that no underground mining was occurring, or had
occurred, near the house in question.
The logical next step was to investigate the
phenomena and one-by-one identify their causes,
thereby establishing precisely what evidence there
was for a ghost. The prospect of such an invest igation
noise was satiswas not appealing: even if every
factorily explained, would this necessarily prove
the
non-existence of a ghost?
Instead, we reconsidered
our objective .
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The problem was not so much the cause of the
In the ten years
phenomena but their interpretation.
since the sudden and violent death of her father, the
strangeness of these phenomena has been ascribed a
sinister, paranormal interpretation.
The bottom line
was: "Is the father's ghost haunting the family?"
Support was claimed for the possibility:
the
cremated remains are under a solid concrete slab
while the father is remembered as expressing an
aversion to being buried under stone . The lady had
untypically not said "goodbye" to her father on that
fateful morning. And the father had promised to take
care of and protect his granddaughter.
We suspected that all these evidences for the
supernatural explanation are actually just incidents
selected to support the favoured theory, and that any
family
could
produce
a
similar
repertoire
of
memories given the inclination.
We assumed that there was no ghost. We based
this assumption on the lack of evidence for any ghost
from other investigations, and the unexceptional
nature of the phenomena reported.
The
problem
then
became
one
of
the
interpretation of normal noises, memories, etc.
We
assumed that there was nothing clinically abnormal
(physical or psychological) with the lady since there
was no independent evidence for this, and from the
fact of her having reported selected phenomena to her
physician without his having sought a clinical cause .
The logic here is not rigorous in the sense of
good science, and so our assumptions should be
Our logic was rather
treated with caution.
pragmatic, and was adopted in the interests of helping
the lady rather than generating proofs of the nonexistence of a particular ghost.
Having made these assumptions, our goal then
became to lead the family toward accepting/assuming
rational explanations for alarming noises, for the
probability of their having trivial, though unknown,
causes.

Our strategy
The father's ashes being buried under a solid
gravestone was an obvious source of concern and
worry to the lady, conflicting with her father's
expressed abhorrence of being buried under a stone,
and having occurred contrary to explicit instructions
to the undertaker.
This was something that could be corrected, and
we encouraged the replacement of the stone with a
less solid structure as a positive action to remove an
obvious source of concern.
Our main tactic was an "Incident Report" form
seeking a full description of each incident, including

11
placing the incident in a real context by seeking
analogies,
related
incidents,
and
their
interpretations.
That all this
information was
required in writing wou:d, we expected, stimulate
greater thought along these rational lines than had
previously occurred.
The possible role of social drugs (caffeine,
nicotine and alcohol) and medications was emphasised
by relating their consumption to the incidents and
seeking a record of daily consumption. The abundance
of noises in the house was to be emphasised by their
recording five 60-minute audio tapes of "emptyhouse noises" (day and night).
A brief summary of the phenomena so far, their
context and interpretation, was
also requested.
Putting these recollections down in writing would
hopefully lead to a more critical evaluation of how
important, strange and unnatural each phenomenon
had been . Which incidents to include, and which to
disregard as isolated coincidences? These were the
decisions which the lady would have to make.
The commitment of the lady to accepting rational
explanations was foreshadowed by having her sign
"An Agreement" timetabling the proposed course of
enquiry - the keeping of records, their subsequent
examination and a group discussion of the findings at
our house .
The approach was discussed with the lady, who
was certainly prepared to go to the trouble involved
in the hope that her anxiety would be resolved.
It was two days later that the lady telephoned.
Apparently after discussion with her family, she had
decided not to proceed any further.
Her reluctance,
she said, was due to our reservation of "the right to
publish an account of this investigation in a scientific
context to help other investigators and subjects".
This was included in the Agreement, as was "The
privacy of the family will be respected.
No account
of this investigation will be offered to 'popular'
outlets (eg newspapers, television programs)".
This reluctance to proceed may have been due to
the lady reasoning that she had already received the
bulk of the benefits available from our involvement .
During this final telephone conversation, this was
the impression that she conveyed, claiming to accept
and understand our explanation of natural noises and
reinforced superstition, and was already finding
rational explanations for the noises, etc.
Maybe our Incident Report form, which had been
designed to lead the subject to seek rational
explanations, had been so effective that perusing it
had resulted in past incidents being re-interpreted
in this way.
Continued page 12
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ASTROLOGY

Controlled

testing

•••

of

what?

Harry Edwards
Contrary to what Anthony Garrett says in his
article, "The Paranormal: Fact and Fiction" (the
not
Skeptic , Nov 86), that "horoscopes are
susceptible to testing under controlled conditions" - I
submit that they are.
There are two basic types: natal charts and
mundane horoscopes.
Both are erroneously based on the principle that
the distant planets directly influence terrestrial life
and events, and that as the movement of the planets is
predictable, so therefore are the events they
allegedly
influence
an
immutable
future
is
assumed.
This belief is ameliorated to an extent in natal
horoscopes to accommodate scepticism by using the
word "trends" rather than the absolute commitment
It is further
implied by the word "predict".
abrogated by reassuring the subject that one's
destiny can be dictated by the exercise of "free will".
How "free will" can influence an immutable
geophysical disaster only Moses knows!
Natal charts can only be evaluated in retrospect,
an impossibly time consuming project, but as the
writer points out, the ambiguity inherent in all
astrological character profiles, coupled with the
subject's self-perception, renders them invalid.
Testing therefore is possible if one wishes to
spend a lifetime proving the obvious.
A simpler way, however, is to give an astrologer a
date and place of birth (no name or sex) taken from a
headstone in a cemetary, or obtained from a
Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages, and ask
him or her to erect a natal horoscope.
The date chosen should correspond with that of a
famous person born around the end of World War I John F. Kennedy, Gamal Nasser, Solzhenitsyn,
Edmund Hillary or Billy Graham, to mention a few,
whose lives have been well documented.
Once the astrologer has erected the charts (I say
charts, as two would be required, for despite their
alleged infinite precognitive knowledge they are
unable to determine the sex of a subject) with
detailed character analysis, the trends in the
subject's
life,
their
achievements,
failures
and
ultimate destiny: the results could be quite startling

when the subject is revealed to be a one week old
baby who died along with 21,000,000 other persons
in the influenza epidemic of 1918!
The argument of "free will" is thus disposed of,
and even though the stars are traditionally beneficent
when it comes to health and longevity forecasts,
ethics
preclude
astrologers
from
telling
their
subjects
to
expect
an
early
departure date,
confirming
the
sceptic's
view
that
astrologers ,
clairvoyants and psychics only tell their clients what
they would like to hear.
Should the more sagacious astrologer smell the
red herring and attempt to interpret accordingly,
then one would be entitled to ask, "If a specific
configuration of planets can signify an untimely end ,
how
does
astrology
equate
the
30,000,000
premature deaths in World War II with almost as
many different configurations?
Mundane horoscopes (ie the astrolgical predicting
of events other than those of a personal nature) are
easy to monitor, and were the subject of my research
in 1983-85.
In this type of horoscope, an arbitrary date of
"birth"
is
used : the
date
of
a
company's
incorporation,
the
date
of
an
institution's
establishment; or in the case of a nation like
Australia
1788,
January
1 1901, or 2pm
Thursday April 1, 600 million BC;
in the latter
case, either will do as the result is directly
proportional to the breadth of the astrologer's
imagination.
The
predicted
events
gleaned
from
such
fantasising must logically be based on an immutable

A Haunting ... from page 11
This is our experience in responding to a
request for reassurance regarding a feared haunting.
Hopefully, this account will help any others faced
with a similar situation.
Tony Wheeler is a physiologist and secretary of the
Queensland branch of Australian Skeptics.
Martin Grimmer, Barbara Molnar and Anne Wheeler are Queensland
committee members.
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future, but I wonder if astrologers had warned of the
coming of Cyclone Tracy, whether the combined "free
will" of 15 million Australians could have averted
the tragedy? !
Under scrutiny was "Old Moore's Almanack", a
well known and revered publication in astrological
and farming circles since 1697. My study of it concluded that its longevity was due to the credulity of
its readers rather than any pretext of it being a
reliable preview of the future .
A principal
contributor was
Doris
Greaves ,
founding member and president of the Austral ian
Federation of Astrologers , member of AFA (USA) , and
author of several books on the subject of astrology.
Dori s
attached
much
importance
in
her
predictions to the coming of Halley's comet - the
Labor Party's landslide victory in 1983 and the
disastrous Ash Wednesday bushfires.
A similar
landslide victory to the Liberals and the Darwin
cyclone when the malevolent comet was a decade
further out in space, however, does little to support
her contentions .
Of the 150 predictions specific enough to be
termed such, 93% failed to materialise.
The remaining
7%
hits
were
obviously
based
on
information readily obtainable from a variety of
orthodox sources together with way out speculation
and guesswork.
This lamentable record was further exacerbated
when taking into consideration the 600 headline
events of equal or greater magnitude during the same
period of which there was no mention, including some
20 major earthquakes, 17 political assassinations , 9
elections, the world's biggest drug bust ($1 .3 billion
in Columbia), 65 aircraft disasters, the Union
Carbide gas leak which killed 2500 people , and
dozens of fire , train , bus, mine and
assorted
catastrophes which took the lives of tens of thousands
of people.
Why were they not seen , and why were we not
warned if the future can be so easily determined by
mathematically compiling a chart?
During the past three years, I have challenged
through the local and national press at least four
astrologers to prove their claims by erecting a chart,
detailing their interpretations, and by making just
one specifically worded prediction - none have
accepted .
On reconsideration , perhaps Anthony is right , but
for the wrong reason - there's nothing to test!
Harry Edwards is self-employed and a member of the
national committee of Australian Skeptics.
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Announcement

The Third Australian Skeptics
Convention will be held at the Australian National University, Canberra, on
Saturday, April 18 (Easter Saturday).
Program:
*"Creationist Anthropology and the
Anthropology of Creationism"
- Dr Colin Groves
*"Prophecies of Nostradamus"
- Allan Lang
*" UFOs" - Andrew Cole
*" Giving Astrology the Business"
- Barry Williams
PLUS: The announcement of the
winners of the Bent Spoon Award for
1987 and the $1000 Journalism Award
for the best piece of investigative
journalism.
Location: Jaegger Room, Research School
of Earth Sciences, ANU
Time: 2.00pm to 6.00pm
Cost: $5
There will also be a dinner at 7.30pm on the
same day (location to be announced) - cost
$25. Please book through the Canberra
Skeptlcs, PO Box 107, Campbell ACT 2601.

The annual meeting of the Skeptics state committees will
precede the convention . Please contact your state
branch if you would like any matters raised.
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FAITH HEALING

More dental miracles
Mark Plummer
In the Skeptic of June 1986
reported on the
activities
in
Australia
of
Rev
Brother Willard
Fuller, a psychic dentist from America.
I reported on his claims, his techniques and the
court case in Sydney which Fuller lost and had to pay
costs.
When I arrived in the United States of America,
heard further reports on Willard Fuller and
obtained the latest copy of his news-sheet in which
his wife reported their Australian visit:
" ... we were so warmly received. The people are so dear
and anxious to know about God's healing power.
"We heard from a homeopath in Brisbane: 'When you were
here I was suffering from repetitive strain injury from overuse of
my hands in my massage work. I was becoming quite concerned
about it. My hands are virtually healed now, my swollen wrist
is almost right, my arms and shoulders enormously improved
and the arthritis is cleared. Lifelong digestive disturbances have
almost cleared too. Thank you.' Michael Tiffing, an engineer
from Brisbane, writes: 'There is no doubt that the experience
(two gold crowns) has reinforced my faith.'
"The Australia visit brought lots of media attention. A
commentary about our healing work was done by a news
program comparable to the "60 Minutes" program here in the
States ["Willesee"]. It was all very exciting, especially when we
were invited to court by the Dental Board due to the way one of
our sponsors advertised our work as 'dentists', which is an
innaccurate description of the kinds of heatings that happen. Of
course, we are not dentists and our sponsors know that.
"Anyway, off we go to court, with lots of prayer going on
for us back in the States. (We issued the order for prayer power
and 150 angels to march into the courtroom with us.) All day
long with an audience of barristers and court personnel, we
literally gave our Seminar #1, telling of the healing power of
God in the Name of Jesus, quoting scripture, giving experiences and telling the gospel story. The main witness of the
day told of all the wonderful healings she had seen. The case
was dropped and the judge read a two page statement as to how
'the character of the Fullers and their ministry is beyond
reproach'. As it all turned out, it was a wonderful testimony to
the healing power of God, with God getting the glory.
- Margaret Fuller"
I sent this to the NSW Department of Health for
their comments and Merrilyn Walton, manager of
complaints unit, commented that Willard Fuller was
"commanded" to attend court by way of a summons
served upon him.
Ms Walton stated that while she could not

comment on the presence of angels, evidence given at
the hearing dealt mainly with material sent from the
USA by the Fullers to sponsors in Australia. Some
evidence was heard in relation to "healings" which
had been claimed.
Ms Walton stated the case was not "dropped". As
is explained in the judgment, the magistrate,
although finding the offence proven, decided not to
record a conviction against Willard Fuller.
This
decision was, in part, based upon the defendent's
statement that he had not been before a court charged
with any breach of the law in any country he had
visited;
Ms Walton further noted the words "the
character of Fullers and their ministry is beyond
reproach" do not appear in the transcript of the
decision.
Ms Walton sent me a copy of the magistrate's
"summing up" of the evidence, and his final decision,
together with a copy of the relevant provisions of the
"Crimes Act", 1900 (NSW) .
Fuller's
American
news-sheet
also
conveniently set out his itinerary which showed he was
appearing in Rochester (New York State) on October
9, 1986, in Syracuse (NY) on October 1O and
Hamilton, Canada, on October 29.
All of these towns were within two hours
driving time from my new residence in Buffalo (New
York State).
With the assistance of CSICOP's head office staff,
the Western New York Skeptics, the Ontario Skeptics
and local dentists, I was able to follow Willard
Fuller's travelling circus and generate massive
media publicity for CS ICOP and the Skeptics.
Print articles included:
- "Buffalo skeptics to Test Roots of Tooth
Healers", Democrat & Chronicle (Rochester)
October9
- "Dental Healer uses faith to fill the cavities"
Democrat & Chronicle October 1O
- "Some may find dental healer's claims hard to
swallow"Herald American (Syracuse) Octber 12
- "Traveling evangelist claims to fill molars"
Spectator (Hamilton) November 1
- "Faith Healer takes on dental troubles"
Sunday Star (Toronto) November2.

Continued opposite
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BOOK REVIEW

''The Geller Effect"
By Uri Geller & Guy Playfair
While in London in October '86, I managed to
read this new Geller book.
I didn't buy it, but
managed to arrange a copy as a birthday gift
(teleport via friendly psychics) .
The book, which
looks impressive with lots of photos showing Geller
with some pretty important people, is really quite a
farce. It is replete with claims that cannot be proved
and lots of little and childish jabs at the skeptics.
Of the clever points, which can be counted on the
fingers of one hand, the highlight is the quote printed
on the back cover of the paper sleeve.
It reads:
"People always used to ask me, 'If you're so psychic,
why aren't you a millionaire?"' This is real clever,
because it's actually true.
People have always
levelled this criticism on the psychics. Well, Geller
IS a millionaire. The psychology is brilliant.
If he
is a millionaire, then we are subliminally forced to
accept that he IS psychic! A lovely touch! However,
this is the most impressive piece in the book.
The book is divided into three sections - Parts 1
and 3 are by Playf air, the second is by Geller
himself.
Playf air plays his part well.
He is already a
DENTAL MIRACLES ... from opposite page

The second article was syndicated throughout the
US, which meant that small papers like the Danville,
Illinois Commercial News
ran an article with the
heading "Dental Healing Ministry have (sic) some
Mouths agape".
The television media also gave it great coverage
with stories on television in Rochester and Hamilton.
I was also able to talk about Fuller in radio
interviews and in public meetings.
Fuller spoke to me before the Rochester meeting
and seemed a little upset at my interest.
By the
Hamilton meeting, he had admitted our activities
were decreasing attendances.
He was looking distinctly down - in the mouth!
Mark Plummer was the founding president of
Australian Skeptics (1981-86) and is currently acting
executive officer for the Skeptics' parent group, CSICOP,
in Buffalo, New York.

believer, although he comes on as a skeptic. It's a
common trap.
He
believes, and probably quite
genuinely, that he could detect a trick if Geller was to
use one. Unfortunately, this very attitude traps the
observer unless
he
is specifically trained in
detection of psychic fraud .
Even a magician can be fooled by a clever
psychic using tricks. It takes a magician with a very
special understanding of this sphere to catch a
trickster at work.
That's why Geller fooled the
magicians he mentions in the book. They were good
competent magicians, but NOT specialists in this
field.
Right from the beginning of the book, Playfair
implies that he is a good observer. Let's have a close
look and see just how clever he thinks he is.
Here's a quote from Playf air just prior to Geller
bending a spoon : "He was not wearing a watch, I
noticed, or a ring, or a belt, and the copper bracelet
on his right arm was well beyond the reach of the end
of the spoon. The more obvious ways of spoon bending
by sleight of hand were thus ruled out."
See, he
misses the point . None of the psychics, especially
Geller, require any of those items for the bending
trick.
It's just not required!
But Playfair is
implying that sleight of hand is ruled out due to their
absence . He is wrong.
As it turns out, Geller did bend the spoon for
Playfair. He was sitting on his exercise bike when
the feat took place. Now, there is a point of leverage
for you . (Not that Geller would have needed it for the
small spoon used in this demonstration.) Note how
Playfair failed to acknowledge this bike as a possible
tool for deception.
Next,
Playfair participates
in
a telepathic
experiment.
He claims to have seen mag1c1ans
performing the same type of trick and decides to
guard against pencil reading. "I held my notebook
parallel to my chest and made several movements
with my pen that bore no reiation to what I drew,
adding a few scratches with my thumbnail for good
measure.
That, I reckoned, would make it difficult
for him to guess what I was drawing by watching the
top of my pen or by listening to the sounds it made on
the paper.
What I eventually drew, after Uri had
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become rather impatient and asked me to hurry up,
was a very small head with a three-pointed crown on
it."
Now this is all a little confusing.
Playfair first
tells us that he did the extra movements and sound
effects to conceal what he drew, and then adds "What I
eventually drew ... ". And, he "eventually drew" only
Sounds as if Uri
after Geller had become impatient.
had everything under HIS control as usual.
As it
turns out, Geller drew a cat with a head and body.
Playf air did see some similarities and scored it a
success.
Yes, Geller's pencil reading was partially
successful here.
Playfair sums up the two experiments by saying
"A spoon had bent (upwards incidentally) and a
drawing had been at least partially reproduced
without any obvious normal methods being used. Nor
had he used any of the magicians' tricks that are just
as obvious to somebody who knows what to look for."
Well, Mr Playfair, you were fooled by these
very tricks.
Maybe they're not quite as obvious as
you'd like them to be!
So, Mr Playfair turns out to be a weak observer
due to his own misplaced confidence in his abilities as
an observer.

resulting irrational thoughts and actions can be very
dangerous. As someone said, not so long ago, "I hope
that at the moment of truth, Jean Dixon doesn't have
her finger on the button!"
This second chapter continues with more of
Geller's
tales
involving
psychic
detection,
inventions, and computer magic. Yes, Uri has been
fooling some of the big computer companies by
demonstrating his abilities to alter and erase
computer disks. Again, this is nothing more than a
magic trick that can be performed by any competent
magician.
However, it fools the scientists and
technicians.
Although these writings by Geller are
not as airy-fairy as his other works, they are still
fantasy.
Careful reading will indicate that Geller actually
admits (in a roundabout fashion) that he is a
magician! You see, magicians have certain rules that
they must adhere to in order to create their illusions.
Geller is constantly referring to these very same
rules, although shrouding them beneath various
excuses.
Geller applies them at exactly the same
time and for exactly the same reasons that a magician
must. There is no other reason for him to do this
except to conceal his trickery!

The second part of the book is written by Geller.
He supplies the details of the times he spent in
Mexico and jetting around the world mixing with the
jet set. It seems to have been what Uri really wanted
to achieve.
His apparent exploits with the CIA are
mentioned.
But, it turns out that his intelligence
work is commissioned by individuals and always
unofficially.
Naturally,
no-one
wants
to
be
identified. The fiction rolls on.
It's in this section of the book where it really
becomes obvious how dangerous people like Geller
can be. Take the following dialogue for example:
This is just after Uri had performed his
standard drawing reproduction .
This time, the
victim is Henry Kissinger.
Says Uri, "Kissinger went a little pale." "What
else did you get from my mind?" Kissinger
supposedly says . "Oh, I'd better not talk about that
here," Geller replies.
Now, whether it actually went like this, no-one
can say.
But if it did, and Kissinger was really
concerned, it just goes to show that people like Geller
are not harmless.
Millions of dollars have been
wasted on researching psychic phenomena directly
due to such interludes.
Shrewd operators like Geller can unsettle and
mislead the minds of the most powerful men. The

In the final section of the book, Playfair returns
again with his defences up. In fact, the entire book is
very defensive.
Geller claims that he doesn't care
about the controversy or what people think, yet this
book seems to convey the exact opposite, contrary to
the comments put forward. Take the book in toto and
it's one big defence job.
Playf air rushes along crucifying the skeptics,
the magicians and almost anyone who has questioned
the Geller myth.
Playfair ends: "The bent spoons may be locked
away in filing cabinets. The face [Geller's) may have
faded from the screens. But the subversive idea has
remained buried in the collective subconscious:
things are not what we have been taught they are.
[Emphasis in the original.]
Sure, Guy, maybe in your dream-world.
- Ben Harris
Editor's note:
Ben Harris is the author of
"Gellerism Revealed" which describes the techniques
used to bend spoons and keys, start watches, etc.
Limited copies of the book are available from the
Australian Skeptics for $10 including post and
packing.
Also in this issue is a description by Mr
Harris of a confrontation with Uri Geller on television.
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Letters
Chiropractic
Dear Sir
I must regretfully request that
you allow me the opportunity to
correct a misrepresentation of my
views, which occurred in William
Straede's letter (the Skeptic, Vol 6,
No 4) in response to my article on
pseudoscientific medical practices
Mr Straede, a chiropractor,
has accused me of referring to
himself and his colleagues as "nasty
people". I did not. If he would care
to re-read the paragraph in question,
he will see that I used these words
ironically, in reference to my
colleagues in the medical profession.
It was an attempt to satirise the
widespread distrust, by many in the
community, of anything with a
vaguely scientific air. While I have
strong views on the morality of
trying to treat illness with
unsubstantiated techniques, I do not
use abusive terms such as this for
those who do so.
I would like to make a couple of
other observations. Mr Straede's
opinion that the term "Dr" is only a
courtesy term when applied to
medical practttioners does not agree
with the two dictionaries I have
consulted. The term, in both, is
firstly defined as a medical
practitioner, and secondly as the
holder of a higher degree. Both
usages arose during the 14th
Century at the latest, and may be
regarded as homographic. I can find
no mention of the "alternative"
practitioners in either reference.
note that the institution which
awarded the "Doctor of
Chiropractic" degree held by your
correspondent is not identified, and
we are thus unable to ascertain
whether it is recognised by official
tertiary institutions.
My other point is that the
references cited to support the
legitimacy of chiropractic are all
Government committees. If such

committees are generally regarded
as being the arbiters of scientific
truth, it is the first I have heard of
it. Even if their views had been
universally accepted (which they
have not), they do not provide
support for the unproven beliefs
underlying chiropractic, only that
some disabilities may be helped.
dispute neither that, nor the
diagnostic procedures mentioned in
Mr Straede's letter. In that respect,
chiropractic is superior to most
other "alternative" practices, which
have no beneficial effect at all.
Hence, I frequently refer
patients to physiotherapists. The
difference is that a physiotherapist
will confine his or her treatments to
those which have been proven to be
useful, and will not try to manipulate
the spine to treat diabetes, cancer,
blood pressure, and emphysema as I
have seen done by chiropractors.
I remain happy to co-operate
with any discipline which can
objectively be shown to have a
therapeutic value greater than a
placebo. I have yet to see the
objective evidence that any of the
pseudo-medical fields have been so
proven.
- Dr K.J . de Veaux

Dear Sir,
I read the article by Dr K.J . de
Veaux, "A Rose by Any Other
Name", with interest. While I agree
in part with most of what is said, I
find it rather difficult to reconcile
all of the claims. For instance, the
implied assertion that all
"alternative" practitioners are not
properly trained, in one area at
least, is not quite true. I refer
specifically to chiropractors.
Firstly, let me say that I am not,
nor have I ever been, involved with
this type of therapy, other than as a

patient, so I do not write as an
aggrieved practitioner.
Ch iropractic may have started as
an "alternative" therapy, but it has
certainly developed into a reputable
type of treatment, a specialised
form of physiotherapy. If one
examines the training requirements
for a chiropractor at a proper
training college, such as the Palmer
College in the USA, where basic
qualification requires three years'
full-time training, then it is obvious
that they are just as qualified as any
physiotherapist or nurse.
Naturally there are many
unqualified chriropractors around,
since in most states until quite
recently anyone could call
themselves a chiropractor. No-one
is more concerned at promoting
stringent registration requirements,
the removal of untrained practitioners, promoting proper training
courses, and cleaning up the business
than are the reputable, fully-trained
chiropractors.
Comments such as those of Dr de
Veaux are unfortunately too common
and seem to reflect an unbending
attitude among many Skeptics. Fortunately, not all members of the
medical profession share the
opinions of Dr de Veaux.
Professor Ian Maddocks of the
Flinders Medical Centre (SA) advocates the use of "alternative·
medicine, mainly chiropractic, acupuncture and hypnosis, recently
stating that people· ... needed to be
educated about how it (alternative
medicine] linked with traditional medicine . ... Alternative medicine is coexisting with conventional medicine, and is beginning to interact
more and more." (Sunday Mail,
12/10/86, p.32)
He commented that alternative
medicine was "intuitive" with its
strength being based upon ,he
intimacy between practitioner and
patient .. .". While alternative
lack scientific proof
medicine

may
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and validation, it certainly has a
place in the healing arts.
Perhaps if doctors returned to
taking time to treat the real
problems of patients' health, instead
of treating them like an assembly
line, where a certain quota of
patients has to be pushed through per
hour, then perhaps alternative
medicine would die a natural death.
Until that unlikely day, alternative
medicine and its practitioners will
continue to flourish.

- l. Eddie

Dear sir,
I've shaken my head many times
as I recall and re-read "Where In
Australia Are the Charlatans?" (the
Skeptic, Nov 86). If the article was
meant to be thought provoking, then
it did the job.
In the article, Tony Wheeler went
to pains to suggest that there may be
doubts about who actually was a
charlatan and the possibility of some
disagreement, but then went ahead
and made his inclusions and
exclusions almost off the cuff.
Religion and astrology were quickly
lumped in with chiropractors and
acupuncture, and this surprised me a
little.
The quick thought to mind was,
Ah! Tony must be a medical
practitioner and his prejudices are
showing. Then I thought, maybe my
own were showing!
I have, however, noted lately
that a couple of your writers are
being skeptical and bucketing people
about a lot of things but never about
"legitimate medicine".
The chiropractors are copping
heaps, and others to whom the
medical funds pay out their good
money for services rendered also
seem under attack. I often wonder if
qualified medical practitioners who
also practise chiropractic principles
or acupuncture are likewise
suspect?
And perhaps we should lump in
the physiotherapists because they do
a lot of massage which is roughly the

same as the chiropractors do; and
those sports clinics use similar
techniques so they're suspect too.
Are they all charlatans? Or do we
selectively rubbish some of them for
personal reasons?
Yes, it seems I find myself in the
position of defending people such as
chiropractors and yes, maybe my
prejudices are showing. I guess as
one who has benefited from their
massage and exercises several
times in the past 20 years, I've got
to say something. Granted there are
occasionally wrong things done by
chiropractors and medical
practitioners and physiotherapists,
but for the most part they are caring
hardworking people. Just because
one chirpractor charges $100 to rub
your back and one medical
practitioner defrauds Medicare, this
does not brand everyone in both
camps as robbers.
So there it is. The alternative
versus the non-alternative. I often
wonder just how "alternative" is the
medicine provided by these
dietitians, physiotherapists,
acupuncturists, drug houses with
their synthetic herbs and so on. I
guess it all depends on where you
are sitting when you give the
answer.
- John Postlethwaite

Dear Sir,
Who declared open season on
chiropractors? In the Skeptic, Nov
86, in an article by Tony Wheeler on
charlatans, my profession is given
another bucketing.
For the record, chiropractic is
not a pseudo-medical practice. It is
a distinct and separate discipline, a
first portal of entry and a registered
profession controlled by State parliamentary acts. In the case of Medicare, I refer you to a June 1986
report of the Medicare Benefits
Review Committee AGPS. The committee, composed of Judge Layton
and four eminent allopathic doctors,
found that as a profession, chiro-

practic met their criteria of effectiveness, social acceptability, cost
efficiency (compared with medical
treatment), standards of practice,
training and community needs.
The committee's recommendation was that the Commonwealth
fund chiropractors in public hospitals
and/or community health centres or
clinics. One of the conclusions of the
venerable committee was that the
schism between medicine and chiropractic is counter productive to the
interests of the public welfare.
They also felt that there was a need
for orthodox medicine to come to
terms with the fact that chiropractic
is accepted by the public, and here to
stay.
Mr Wheeler, before you use the
word charlatans again, in respect to
my profession, I urge you to read
this report. Up-grade your
education in an area in which you
seem to be guilty of passive
acceptance of traditional blind
prejudice and uninformed antiquated
AMA dogma, atypical of a bona-tide
Skeptic.
Finally, just to set the record
straight, the ELECTROENCEPHALONEUROMENTIMPOGRAPH mentioned
by Harry Edwards was a "one off"
research project not by D.D.Palmer,
but by his son B.J. Palmer. This
1935 project, a crude EEG, was
undertaken as a college research
program, and, when found to be unproductive, was dismantled. This
machine was never hired out and the
few remaining components of the one
and only ever built, remain in the
Palmer College Museum.
While this research project
may now sound hare-brained, it was
done in the spirit of investigation in
an area of mushrooming technology.
This same institution, incidentally,
was the first teaching facility in the
USA back in 1910 to research the
use of another radical development
in technology, for the study of
human anatomy. The work was
called "spinography" and the device,
also with a funny name ... X-ray.
Ref: Medicare Benefits Review
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Committee: Serond Report June
1986AGPS;
"Healing Hands", Joseph E.
Maynard, Jonorm Publishers
Palmer College, 1000 Brady
St, Davenport Iowa 52803 USA
- William Straede
Doctor of Chiropractic
Graduate of Palmer College of
Chiropractic, USA

Alternative medicine
Dear Sir,
In reply to Kenneth Jaffray
(letters column, the Skeptic, Nov
86). In his letter, Mr Jaffray
attempts to define scepticism,
defends alternative practices and
attacks orthodox medicine. He
claims that it is "illogical and unfair
... to attack iridology and
naturopathy when there is no
evidence against these practicies".
He fails to mention th.at there.is no
legitimate evidence for theiiEf ·
practices.
Many alternative practitioners
give sound advice with respect to
diet, exercise and relaxation.
Unfortunately, this is usually mixed
in with prescriptions for various
unproven therapies and backed up by
pseudoscienrnic "investigations"
such as iridology and astrology.
Alternative practices remain
alternative until there is legitimate
scientific evidence to show their
efficacy. That is, if such evidence is
found, then the "practice" ceases to
be alternative and beromes
orthodox. If no such evidence can be
found, then the practice remains
alternative.
Unlike the hard evidence which
can be demonstrated in sciences such
as engineering and architecture, the
substantiation of the efficacy of a
form of therapy requires an
understanding not only of the
processes of normal physiology and
of diseases but an understanding of
the process of gathering evidence of
that efficacy. (For those interested
in understanding how therapies ate

are evaluated, may I rerommend
"Studying a Study and Testing a
Test" by R.K. Riegelman, Little
Brown & Co, Boston).
This process seems to be a
mystery to most proponents of
alternative practices who seem to
rely solely on anecdotal evidence and
"proofs" such as "if some is good
then more is better and a megadose
will cure anything", eg vitamin
therapy.
Alternative practitioners
ronstantly try to justify their
practices by implying that orthodox
medicine is a "closed shop". Nothing
rould be further from the truth.
Orthodox medicine is ronstantly
searching for new ways of
investigating and treating disease
and effective ways of promoting
good health, while at the same time
re-evaluating old and existing
remedies.
The practice of medicine
requires proper training. This can
only be found in our government
universities and rolleges and their
affiliated hospitals.
- Richard Gordon
MBBS, FRACGP

Popperism
Dear Sir,
In response to Rafe Champion's
letter (the Skeptic, Vol 6, No 4),
science does proceed by induction. It
is a guess, albeit a very well
educated and justified one, which
theory best explains the facts. It is
an extrapolation to state that,
because the sun has risen in the east
for as long as we know, it will do the
same tomorrow. This is precisely
what is meant by induction,
irrespective of whether one agrees
with it.
Popper's claim that science is
deductive therefore makes no sense.
Not surprisingly it has equally
absurd consequences, including the
stance that science does not involve
a progression of knowledge. Do we
really have no greater knowledge of
the workings of nature than pre-

Renaissance man, and is it really no
advance to assert that the earth
orbits the sun in~tead of vica versa.
I think not.
An incisive analysis of
Popper's position is given in the
short book, "Popper and After" by
D.C. Stove. I rerommend it to all
who are interested in resurrecting a
ronsistent and romprehensible
picture of science.
- Anthony Garrett

Notices
Journalism award
The Australian Skeptics, through the
generosity of Dick Smith, is offering a
$1000 award to the best piece of
investigative and skeptical reporting by
an Australian journalist, in the printed or
electronic media. We have extended the
closing date of the 1986 award to April 1
this year. Nominations, with a copy of
the report (photocopy, audio or video
tape), should reach the National
Committee by then. 1be winner will be
announced at the 1987 National
Convention.

Bent Spoon award
Nominations are also called for the
1987 Bent Spoon award, given to the
perpetrator of the most outrageous
paranormal act of the preceding twelve
months. We ask readers to nominate
their candidate by April 1, with
supporting information. 1be winner of
this prestigious award will be announced
at the National Convention.
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1987 Annual CSICOP Conference
This conference is sponsored by the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal, the California Institute of Technology "Y," and Southem California Skeptics.

The Pasadena Center
Friday and Saturday, April 3 and 4
Krynote Speaker

CARL SAGAN

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
FRIDAY, APRIL 3

SATURDAY, APRIL 4

(at the Auditorium Theatre, Pasadena Center)

(at the Conference Center, Pasadena Center)
9:00 A.M.-12:00 NOON

8:00-9:00 A.M.: Registration

Medical Controversies

9:00 A.M.-12 NOON

Extraterrestrial Intelligence:
What Are the Probabilities~
Moderator: Al Hihhs, Jct Propulsion Lahoratory space scientist
(ret.), California Institute of Technology
Jill Taller, rescan:h astronomer, SETI Institute, Univ. of California,
&:rkelcy

Moderator: Wallace Sampson, M.D., Mountain View, Cali fornia
Chiropractic Medicine: William Jarvis, M .D., chairman,
Dcpar1mcnt of Puhlic Health Science, School of Allied Health
Professionals, Loma Linda University
Holistic Medicine: Austen G. Clark, assist. prof. of philosophy, Univ. of Tulsa
Nutrition as a Cure: Jerry Lewis, M .D ., professor of medicine,
Univ. of California, Sacramento

12:00-2:00 P.M.

Rohen Rood , associate professor of astronomy, Univ. of Virginia,
Charlottesville

Luncheon (optional): James Randi, host

Frank Drake, Jean of natural sciences, Univ. of California'. Santa
Cruz

(2 separate rooms at the Conlcrcncc Center)

12:00-2:00 P.M.: Lunch Break

Concurrent Sessions
2:00-3:00 P .M.
Hypnosis, Joseph Barher, M.D., Los Angeles California
Spontaneous Human Combuation: Joe Nickell, technical
writing instructor, University of Kentucky, Lexington

3:00-4:00 P.M.
Psychic Fraud: Patrick Rilr.:y, detective, Los Angeles Police

2:00-5:00 P.M.

Animal Language: Fact or IDusion

Depar1ment

Astrology: Ivan Kelly, proli:ssor of psychology, University of

Moderator: Ray Hyman, professor of psychology, Universiry of
Oregon
Thomas Schcok, professor of linguistics and semiotic studies, Indi ana University, Blcx>mington

4:00-5:00 P.M.
Open Forum: Informal question -and-answer session with

Rohen Rosenthal, professor of social psychology, Harvard University
Gerd Hiivdmann, University of Marhurg, West Germany

(at the Pasadena Hilton International Ballroom)

5:30-7:00 P.M.: Cocktail Party (Cash Bar)

S:00-8:00 P.M.: Dinner Break

7:00-10:00 P.M.: AWARDS BANQUET

Saskatchewan

memhcrs of the CSICOP Executive Council

Saturday Evening

$29 for registranta. $35 for nonregistranta

8:00 P.M.: Keynote Address

CARL SAGAN

Chairman, Paul Kurtz
Felltv""'-'J PENN and TELLE~ ~

Conference Registration Information
Registration fee: $75.00 (meals and accommodations not included). Please use the fonn hclow. Pre-registration ad\iscd.
.
Accommodations: The Pasadena Hilton (a 3-minute walk from the PasaJena Center), 150 South Los Robles Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91101 (Tele ..
818 577 I 000). Single S56, douhlc S63.
for forther details, contact Mary Rose Hays (716-834-3222), CSICOP, Box 229, Buffalo, NY 14215. (Media n:prcscntativcs should call Barry Karr.)

